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Shed a bit of light on the subject!

Winter is one of the busiest
times in the parish calendar,
which means it is easy to
overlook risk management. If
the media is to be believed
this could be another cold
winter so, once again, this
bulletin focuses on the risks
associated with this time of
year. We hope that you find
this to be a useful starting
point for your seasonal risk
management.

Did you know?
If you are looking for some
help

in

undertaking

your

seasonal risk management,
the

Health

and

Safety

Executive website has lots of
good advice and guidance
see www.hse.gov.uk/

If you haven’t already done so, now is the
perfect time to take an evening stroll around the
parish site and check the outside lights are all
working as they should, look out for bulbs which
have blown and check timers or security
sensors are operating correctly. Light timers are
easily overlooked when the clocks go back. If
such an inspection does take place please keep
a record of it!

This question involves a consideration of
whether premises temporarily affected by ice
and snow can be reasonably safe to visitors,
who can be assumed to know of the weather
conditions and to take care of themselves, but
also bearing in mind the age profile of your
visitors, and their mobility. It will involve an
assessment of the nature of the hazard and the
degree of risk it poses:

To grit or not to grit, that is the
question…



How serious are the weather conditions?



Are they transient? Is a quick thaw
expected or is the period of snow and/or
ice coverage likely to be extended?



Is the snow and/or ice affecting areas
where visitors can reasonably be
expected to go?



Will the snow become compacted by the
number of visitors walking over it and will
this increase the hazard, or is it likely to
quickly disappear?

What should Occupiers of premises do in
times of severe weather?
There is a common misconception that an
Occupier cannot be held liable for failing to clear
snow and ice from his premises, but can be held
liable once an attempt at clearance has been
made and then someone is injured. This is not
true.
An Occupier can be liable if they don’t take
steps to guard against the risks of snow and
ice to visitors to their premises.
Therefore a parish priest must take reasonable
precautions to ensure that parishioners
attending church services or activities on parish
premises during adverse weather conditions are
reasonably safe when using the car park,
footpaths, grounds and buildings.
In most instances the weather forecast will give
you advance warning of when to expect snow
and ice. This is important as treating surfaces
early with salt and grit is more effective. When
you are alerted to the likelihood of adverse
weather conditions you will need to ask yourself
whether the premises will be rendered unsafe by
the forecast conditions.

If there is an incident what should you do?
1.

Attend to any immediate medical or other needs.

2.

Record the incident and consider whether a RIDDOR report is
required.

3.

Take photographs of the accident locus.

4.

Write an account of the steps taken to make the premises safe
before the accident occurred and ensure all documentation in
relation to any adverse weather or other relevant policy is
available.

5.

Obtain the weather forecasts for the previous day, day of the
accident
and any subsequent days.

6.

Ensure all contact details are kept for any witnesses.

Deck the Halls

Don’t Fall Foul

Communication is Key

If the premises are considered to be unsafe
and visitors are expected it must follow that
there is a foreseeable risk of injury. The priest
should then consider taking action to ensure
visitors to the premises are reasonably safe.
This might include:

In recent times the HSE have not only focused
on the importance of having an adverse
weather plan, but have emphasised the
importance of communicating the plan to users
of your premises.



The most easily accomplished but rarely
used step of erecting a warning sign in a
safe position or standing it in a safe
position on the property boundary to
warn visitors to take extra care. This is
particularly important, if for any reason
you have been unable to action your
previously publicised adverse weather
plan (see below)



Moving fresh loose snow early in the day
before it gets a chance to pack together
from people walking on it.



Paying extra attention to clearing snow
and ice on steps and steep pathways if
these cannot be avoided.



Considering other factors such as
lighting (particularly relevant in car parks
and outside areas)







Taking precautions against visitors
bringing snow into buildings on their
shoes which will melt and cause wet,
slippery floors. Again, signs can be used
and floor mats – but be careful to ensure
these do not present a tripping hazard!

Once you have given consideration to which
paths will be cleared and gritted where
necessary in the winter months, you should
communicate this at services, put notices up in
the church and hall, ensure third party hirers of
the premises communicate the plan to their
groups, and also mention it in the parish
newsletter. Consideration should be given to
the following:



The message should be carefully worded
and not give the impression that the
identified path will be cleared and gritted
throughout the winter but only if you
would like assistance with the wording of
posters please contact us.



If the site has multiple entrances and it is
not necessary to clear and grit every path
and the whole car park, signs should be
erected to warn people where a path
hasn’t been treated and direct them to a
path which has. If possible gates
should be closed to paths which have not
been treated.



Do not use water to clear snow and ice,
as it will refreeze and turn to black ice.
Use salt on the area cleared which can
be ordinary table or dishwasher salt.
Sand, ash or even cat litter can also be
used to provide good grip under foot.
Don’t forget to re-apply salt or grit, as
necessary, particularly after rain which
may wash away the treatment applied,
and then freeze.



Ensure that the same precautions are
followed where no parish events are
taking place but the premises are being
hired to third parties.



Don’t forget to consider the risks to those
clearing the snow and ice



If the church is usually open early in the
morning
consider
whether
this should be put off until the adverse
weather
plan
can
be
actioned.
If this is considered necessary, the
change in opening times during
adverse
weather
should
be
communicated.
It goes without saying that you must then
take
the
action
you
have
stated you will!

In order to defend claims arising from slips and
falls caused by snow or ice we would need to
be able to demonstrate that a reasonable
system of snow and ice management was in
place and was properly implemented on the
day in question.

Many parishes will decorate their buildings inside
and out in the festive spirit, however care should
be taken when putting up decorations,
particularly where it is necessary to climb ladders
and work at height. Before allowing volunteers to
put the angel on top of the tree you should
consider The Work at Height Regulations 2005.
These regulations apply where there is a risk of
a fall likely to cause personal injury. The
regulations place duties on employers, the selfemployed and any person who controls the work
of others, which would include a parish priest
and volunteers. The overriding principle is that
you must do all that is reasonably practicable to
prevent anyone falling.

Regulations require that:
 all work at height is properly

planned and

organized



all work at height takes account of weather
conditions that could endanger health and
safety



those involved in work at heights are
trained and competent



the place where work at height is done is
safe



equipment for work
appropriately inspected



the risks from fragile surfaces are properly
controlled



the risks from falling objects are properly
controlled

at

height

is

Many well-meaning volunteers will offer their
services but you need to consider whether the
volunteer is capable of the task. A person may
be willing, but this does not mean they are able.
Secondly consider whether the equipment, most
commonly a ladder, is suitable for the task, is it
actually tall enough - will the person have to
stand at the very top on tiptoes to accomplish the
task? This wouldn’t be a safe system of working.

Gold, Frankincense and Myrrh

It’s not too late…

Many fund raising activities will be planned for the festive
season. To cater for such activities the CNM policy does
make provision for additional money resulting from single
set functions, with increased limits of £7,000 in respect of
money whilst locked in a safe or strongroom. If the keys
are easily accessible or the safe is unlocked and
unattended the limit falls to £500.
The single set function limit of £7,000 also applies to cash
while in transit to and from the bank. Care should still be
taken when banking. It is good risk management for more
than one person to bank cash, it is prudent to park as
close as possible to the branch and vary the time at which
you do the banking.

Burning Brightly
As Christmas decorations are only used once a
year it is easy for them to be over looked during
the Portable Appliance Testing (PAT). The
limited use of electrical Christmas decorations
does not make PAT testing any less important,
along with all appliances the electrical safety of
all Christmas decorations should be checked
annually. PAT tests should be carried out biannually and should be accompanied by a
visual inspection; the following year only
requires a visual inspection. Testing should be
undertaken by a trained competent person.
As well as ensuring that decorations are
electrically sound, consideration should be
given to the location of decorations - trailing
wires are a tripping hazard. If it is unavoidable
for wires to cross walkways, they should be
secured to the ﬂoor, and warning signs should
be used to make people aware they are there.

Leaves are still falling from the
trees so many of you will still
have leaves on paths or in car
parks. Damp rotting leaves create
a slipping hazard, particularly
with the nights and morning
becoming increasingly dark, and
where there might be a lack of
illumination so people don’t
realise they are underfoot.

Catching a Chill
Vacant and disused buildings are particularly vulnerable in the winter months.
Longer hours of darkness encourage thieves, and the cold snaps can cause
pipes to burst when systems aren’t drained, and the heating is switched off. If a
property becomes ‘Vacant and Disused’ it is vital that a Vacant & Disused
Questionnaire is completed in order to notify the Catholic National Mutual, who
will determine the basis and level of cover for the property.
Upon receipt of the Vacant and Disused Questionnaire insurers will advise what
precautions they require in order to provide the level of cover they determine
appropriate. At this time of year it is not uncommon for insurers to become aware
of vacant properties as a result of claims, rather than submitted questionnaires,
and if insurers have not been notiﬁed that a property is vacant, it is possible that
any damage may not be covered by your insurance.

Candles are an unavoidable ﬁre hazard in
churches; the following steps can be taken to
minimise the risk they create:



All candles should be extinguished when
the church is empty.



Candles should be placed on noncombustible surfaces, and away from any
combustible ﬁxtures and ﬁtting such as
curtains.



Consideration should be given to the
location of candles; they should not be
positioned where people could brush past
them or in areas where children
congregate.



Candles should not be placed directly
onto Christmas trees.



Combustible decorations and foliage
should not be placed around candles or
candle holders.



Extra care should be taken if the
congregation or carol singers are given
candles to hold, speciﬁc candles and drip
trays can be purchased for such
activities.

Don’t Forget...
In the New Year, don’t discard your diary
if it has been used as an Accident Log, or
records maintenance that has been
carried out. Liability claims can take
years to materialise, so records must be
kept for at least three years.

